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Global policies are in place to reduce carbon dioxide emissions into the atmosphere, 
and limit temperature rises to 2C by 2100.  As Australia has a heavy reliance on coal 
fired power generators, a shortage of electricity in the future is a predictable 
outcome.  Australia needs to tap other sources of energy to generate electricity. 
This paper explores the feasibility of two hypothetical solar farms, one in Sydney and 
one in country NSW, with and without battery storage systems, to connect to the 
medium voltage networks in the NEM.  The focus of the literature review, and the 
methodologies, is on the current technical rules for connecting a solar farm to the 
medium voltage networks; the line capacity, load size and the available land area to 
size the farm; community support; and the economic feasibility, with and without 
batteries, taking into account the solar resource, capital costs and the electricity sale 
price.   
If the solar farms connected to medium voltage networks are technically, socially and 
financially feasible, then that is useful information for investors, policy makers and 
other interested parties.  The individual solar farm in country NSW was feasible, 
although too much variable generation can cause system unreliability.  Adding battery 
storage increased the costs, although less than expected.  Solar farms connected to 
medium voltage networks, and battery storage to manage the variability, belong in 
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The dissertation seeks to determine the feasibility, now, of directly connecting solar 
farms to medium voltage networks.  It doesn’t seek to discuss whether such solar 
farms would be better, technically or as investments, than other forms of renewable 
energy generation, just whether they are feasible in their own right, now.  Are the 
rules in place to allow connection?  Is the land, line capacity and load available?  What 
about local community support?  The economic feasibility, of course, is a key aspect to 
consider.   What impacts do battery storage systems have on the feasibility, when 
included in the analysis?  This dissertation will be a high level view, which can be used 
to assist with analysis of some of the more complex issues, such as optimizing the use 
of various renewable energy power sources, and storage technologies, from a 
technical and financial viewpoint. 
Potential benefits of solar farms connected to medium voltage distribution networks 
are:  
 Potentially better technical management of the grid compared to managing solar 
behind the meter; 
 Smaller solar farms may be easier to finance than larger ones; 
 Potentially less social resistance, given less visibility and noise versus wind farms; 
 Avoid transmission losses as generation would be close to the load; 
 Allow local community participation, whether as investors or electricity 
purchasers; 
 Avoid transmission network upgrade costs to supply peak power; 
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 More smaller local solar farms spread across a wider area may result in a less 
variable supply of power compared to a large centralized solar farm; 
 It may be quicker to build many smaller renewable energy projects.  If fossil fuel is 
phased out as a source for generating electricity, because of climate change, then 
having an understanding of which technologies can be built quickly, and where, 
will be important; 
 Contribute to the development of a smart grid;   
 Maintain customer numbers on the grid. 
Which local distribution networks are to be assessed?  What is meant by medium 
voltage? 
The NEM provides electricity to South Australia, Victoria, Tasmania, NSW, ACT and 
Queensland via an interconnected grid.  WA and NT have separate grids.  Centralised 
coal fired power stations have been the main supply source for the NEM.  Power is 
transmitted from the power stations via transmission lines at voltages of 132kV or 
higher.  Once the power reaches a demand area it is stepped down to medium voltage 
levels (5kV to 33kV) and distributed directly to large commercial customers with small 
commercial and residential customers being supplied by low voltage feeders (240V 
single phase and 415V three phase) after a further voltage step down.  Between the 
high voltage transmission lines and the low voltage final supply lines are the medium 
voltage distribution lines with voltages between 5kV and 33kV.  It is to these medium 
voltage lines that connection of solar power is proposed      
Why change from coal-fired power generation? 
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The December 2015 United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
(UNFCCC 2015) in Paris strengthened the commitment to a global response to climate 
change by aiming to hold temperature rises to 2C above pre-industrial levels, and to 
also aim for a 1.5C limit  (UNFCCC 2015, 22).   
Leading up to the UNFCCC in Paris, the Australian Government announced that by 
2030 it will reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 26-28% below 2005 levels 
(Government 2015).    
This global and local policy framework to address climate change will likely reduce the 
amount of electricity that Australia and the world can generate from coal fired power 
plants.  In 2014/15 electricity generation accounted for 34% of Australia’s total 
emissions (Environment 2015, 8), the largest contributor by sector.  76 per cent of 
electricity into the NEM was supplied by black and brown coal generators in 2014/15 
(Regulator 2015a, 27).   
Australia needs new ways of generating electricity.    
One Australian Government initiative in operation now to develop new ways of 
generating electricity is the Renewable Energy Target [RET] which sets a target of 
generating 33,000 GWh of electricity from renewable energy by 2020 (Regulator 
2015b).  The total electricity generated in the NEM for 2014/15 was 194 TWh 
(Regulator 2015a, 24).  The electricity produced by eligible large scale renewable 
energy generators is sold in the market and these generators also can create large 
scale generation certificates (LGCs) under the RET – one LGC for every 1MWh of 
electricity they generate.  The certificates are mandated to be purchased by electricity 
retailers at a market price and surrendered to the Clean Energy Regulator.  The 
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certificate creation and sale each year increases the annual revenue for the electricity 
producer (Regulator 2015c).  
The solar resource is the largest renewable resource with 5000TW available, in theory, 
globally, a fraction of which is needed to meet global energy demand (Tarroja, 
Mueller, and Samuelsen 2013, 1002).  The size of the resource highlights the interest 
in solar power, the resource just needs to be captured economically. 
The literature review provides an overview of the technical problems created when 
variable renewable energy generators supply the grid.  A review is also undertaken of 
past feasibility studies into proposed solar farms, with the aim of finding data, and 
issues that arose, that will be relevant to the assessments of the hypothetical solar 
farms in the Methodologies section. 
The Methodologies section assesses the two hypothetical solar farms, one in Sydney 
and one in country NSW, by looking at the following issues: 
 The current electricity laws and network operator rules in relation to connecting 
solar farms to the network; 
 The load, line and land capacity, near a substation, to size a solar farm; 
 The local community issues; 
 The economic feasibility, which was measured by calculating the levelised cost of 
energy measure, and the net present value and internal rate of return measures. 
 The economic feasibility, when battery storage is included to take all energy 
supplied by the solar farms during the day, for use that night, to be recharged 
again the next day, and so on.  Only a levelised cost of energy will be calculated, as 




The two main types of literature assessed were, reports to Government and the 
energy regulators; and experts’ reports on the feasibility of proposed solar farms.  The 
experts’ feasibility reports provided useful specific data and information, for use in the 
Methodologies section when assessing the feasibility of the hypothetical solar farms.  
The technical issues of connecting a solar farm to a network, are not explored in 
depth.  The technical issues are managed by the current electricity laws and 
regulations, and also by the rules of the network providers.  Assessing the current 
rules and regulations is an aim of the dissertation, and done in the Methodologies 
section.   
While the technical issues of connecting solar farms to the grid are not explored in 
depth, some background information is useful.  The BREE Asia-Pacific Renewable 
Energy Assessment (Syed A 2014, 16) highlighted the difficulties of integrating variable 
renewable energy, and the lack of cost estimates for its integration, as problems.  The 
report acknowledged that integration is easier, if fast start up back up generation, eg 
open cycle gas turbines, energy storage and demand management, are available (Syed 
A 2014, 14).  Variability is an issue because systems cannot be fully controlled to 
balance supply and demand, when needed.  A solution to variability suggested was 
pricing incentives to encourage back up capacity (Syed A 2014, 16).  Larger 
interconnections between regions would also help, as would diversity of types of 
power generation and balancing areas, fast responding markets for pricing and 
dispatch, and improved forecasting of the availability of the solar resource (Syed A 
2014, 17, 18).     
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The Electricity Network Transformation Roadmap, a joint report from the CSIRO and 
the Energy Networks Association (Association 2015), highlighted that transformation 
of the electricity system is critical to mitigate climate change (Association 2015, 5).    
The Roadmap advocates a whole of system approach to technical impacts, regulation, 
business models, pricing and market operation to encourage the efficient integration 
of renewables (Association 2015, 72).  Storage, providing power on demand, 
intelligent distributed resources, and adaptive systems that predict and respond, will 
be important (Association 2015, 76).  The Roadmap contains a discussion of current 
grid innovation developments, and advances in standards for storage safety, electric 
vehicles, inverters, protection relays and smart meters (Association 2015, 80).   
Geographically diversified solar farms reduce power fluctuations, compared to 
centralized, large solar farms.  The more solar farms added, and the wider their 
geographic diversity, the better (Tarroja, Mueller, and Samuelsen 2013, 2015) as the 
sun is more likely to be shining somewhere.   
Battery storage is a potential solution to a solar farms variable power, shifting its 
availability to when needed.  However, at this stage, there are challenges yet to be 
solved, including effect of high temperatures, the lack of data on relative 
performance, and the fact that the benefits of residential uptake of batteries cannot 
guarantee the stable operation of the networks and safety  (Cavanagh K 2015, 3, 4).  
Larger, grid side battery technologies, identified as potential providers of slow 
response bulk energy shifting, are Lithium ion and Zinc Bromide flow batteries 
(Cavanagh K 2015, 45).  For situations requiring a fast response time, and high power, 
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Li-ion, Advanced lead-acid and molten salt batteries are better suited (Cavanagh K 
2015, 47).  
AEMC investigated the regulatory aspects of integrating battery storage (AEMC 
2015a).  They felt that storage can be treated as generation, and can be 
accommodated within the existing regulatory framework (AEMC 2015a, i).  Rules are 
there to encourage efficient, market based, outcomes to expand the choices for 
consumers.  It is all about what consumers want (AEMC 2015a, ii).  This seemed a bit 
of a hands-off attitude, but nonetheless good for renewable energy integration into 
the grid. 
The AEMC commissioned “Future Energy Storage Trends” (Brinsmead 2015) to assess 
batteries, and the grid.  The report supplied useful information on the current costs of 
batteries (see Table 7), which will be useful when assessing the hypothetical solar 
farms. 
A solar farm located close to a substation, to allow easy access to the grid, is 
important (Council 2014, 5).  Increased output from solar farms in summer months 
aligns with peak demand from air conditioning usage (Council 2014, 7).  Advances in 
battery storage could allow solar farms to supply both base load and peak load 
(Council 2014, 7). 
Community support, and the engagement of public relations firms, were considered 
necessary for successful solar farm developments (Jones, Comfort, and Hillier 2015).    
The article mentions how, in the USA, Solargen Energy worked with a public relations 
firm to address concerns of bird watchers, local farmers and environmental groups, to 
build alliances, and build an environment that would assist government approval for 
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the solar farm (Jones, Comfort, and Hillier 2015, 20).  Surveys were undertaken, to 
identify issues and supporters, and to assist with fostering ownership, providing 
something of value and consistent communications, with, for example, the economic 
benefits of the project being stressed as an important point in this case (Jones, 
Comfort, and Hillier 2015, 20). 
A wide range of environmental, community and economic issues needed to be 
addressed, including impacts on landscape, visual effects, conservation, historical 
issues, highways, security, social and economic impacts (Jones, Comfort, and Hillier 
2015, 17). 
A summary of a three stage development path was provided in the article as well.  
Development can take between 18 and 58 weeks.  The first stage is site selection, 
based on land availability, solar resource, and the ability to sign a site agreement with 
the landowner.  The second stage includes surveys, design of the system, the grid 
connection application and the local council planning application.  The third stage 
includes construction, commissioning, and the submission of proof of installation. 
(Jones, Comfort, and Hillier 2015, 17) 
The Conservation Council report, “How can the ACT region use best practice in siting 
solar arrays?” (Council 2014) provides further assessment of the key issues.  
Good consultation with the local community is core to solar farm developments 
(Council 2014, 2).  While the community may agree with the need for green 
technology, planning processes must not be rushed.  Community ownership of the 
Hepburn Wind Farm in Victoria, and increased knowledge from this engagement, 
swayed local opinion in favour of the wind farm.  Multiple forums, and surveys, were 
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conducted. (Council 2014, 6).  The process for community consultation was placed on 
the winning bidder but, according to the report, should have been conducted by the 
ACT Government  (Council 2014, 8). 
The amount of land a solar array will occupy, is the main environmental consideration 
(Council 2014, 3), with the impact on landscape integrity and community values close 
behind.  Poorer land, either agriculturally, or because of its low environmental worth, 
is best for solar arrays (Council 2014, 4).  The land should be relatively open, and flat, 
to reduce construction costs (Council 2014, 5).   
Animal welfare, a low bush fire risk and the lack of shading are important (Council 
2014, 5).   
The Solar Farm Feasibility Study for the District Council of Mount Remarkable (Ltd 
2013) in South Australia provided the following information, including the information 
in Table 1, which will be used as the basis for assessing the initial capital and ongoing 
costs for the hypothetical solar farms, to be considered in the methodologies section. 
For a 10MW solar farm the Levelised Cost of Energy was estimated at $187 / MWh 
over a 25 year life with an estimated wholesale electricity sale price, and LGC sale 
price, combined, of $90 to $110 / MWh (Ltd 2013, 6).  (Immediately it can be seen 
that the project was uneconomical.  To produce at $187/MWh and sell at up to 




Table 1 Capital Costs Mt Remarkable (Ltd 2013, 10 Table 3)    
 Capital Costs 10MW ground mounted 
Item Cost per Watt (AUD) Total cost (AUD) 
PV Modules $0.70 $7 million 
Inverters including transformers  $0.20 $2 million 
Balance of System components $0.35 $3.5 million 
Civil Works $0.20 $2 million 
Labour $0.20 $2 million 
Shipping and transport $0.05 $0.5 million 
Contingencies $0.05 $0.5 million 
Engineering $0.25 $1 million 
Grid Connection $0.25 $2.5 million 
Land $0.0025 $0.025 million 
Total $2.10 $21.025 million 
 
Operating & Maintenance costs: 1% of capital costs per year; insurance 0.6% capital; 
Debt to equity 70%; Cost of debt 8% for 15 years; Cost of equity 15%.  These were 
unrealistic targets.   
Site selection for a solar farm: the cost of cabling increases as the distance to a 
suitable network grows; north facing slopes >30 degrees and south facing slopes 
above 10 degrees are unsuitable; shading and solar resource (Ltd 2013, 24, Table 10). 
Grid connection cost criterion for a 10 MW farm using a 33kV line is $2.2 million + $0.3 
million / km (Ltd 2013, 25).  Grid connection costs are a key variable (Ltd 2013, 26).  
Substation connection costs are lower than cutting or teeing into a line (Ltd 2013, 26).  
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Councils can assist by potentially purchasing the power, fast tracking approvals, re-
zoning land, initiating development themselves and consulting with the community 
amongst other things (Ltd 2013, 29).  The solar farm wasn’t feasible as the LCOE was 
higher than the expected electricity selling price. 
The information provided by the literature review were useful inputs into the 
methodologies, to determine the feasibility of the solar farms, the key purpose of this 






In the methodologies section, two hypothetical solar farm feasibility assessments, 
with and without batteries, in Ku-ring-gai and Goulburn areas in NSW, are undertaken. 
Ku-ring-gai council is on the Greater Sydney Region’s north shore and is situated 16 
kilometres from Sydney’s CBD, at its nearest point, being home to over 114,000 
residents with minimal commercial or industrial activity.  Pymble is a suburb within 
the Ku-ring-gai area with 15,000 residents (Council 2016c).  
Goulburn is  a NSW country town with a population of over 28,000 (Australia 2016).  It 
is approximately 200 km south west of Sydney. 
The assessments are ordered under five sub topics, numbered 1 to 5 below.  The sub 
topics analyse the rules in place now, the physical and technical requirements, the 
local reactions, the economic feasibility and the impact of storage for the solar farms 
at each site. 
1 The rules in place currently are assessed by reading the National Electricity 
Rules and the rules of the two distribution network providers, Ausgrid for Ku-
ring-gai and Essential Energy for Goulburn, to see how they regard connections 
of medium scale solar farms to their local networks; 
2 Assess the local load and line capacity downstream from an appropriate 
substation and assess land availability to determine the appropriate size of a 
solar farm  and a battery storage system, for connection to the line; 
3 Assess how local councils and communities react, by questioning appropriate 
personnel, where possible, and by reading council web pages; 
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4 Assess the economic feasibility of the farms, by assessing capital and ongoing 
costs, solar resource, energy exported to the grid and the expected sale price 
of electricity amongst other things.  Assess the Levelised Cost of Energy and 
Net Present Value of the farm. 
5 Separately assess the inclusion of battery storage in the economic feasibility 
assessment of the farms, restricting the analysis to determining LCOE.  
Unrealistic assumptions include passing all electricity produced by the solar 
farm through the battery storage to be used nightly, then recharged the next 
day.  Comparison of the LCOE of the solar farms, to the LCOE of the solar farms 





1) The current rules: 
i) The National Electricity Rules: 
The National Electricity Rules (AEMC 2015b), 
See the APPENDIX, section 1, for some detailed information on the relevant sections 
applying to solar farms, or any generator.  A solar farm would need to register as a 
generator, a scheduled, semi-scheduled or non-scheduled generator; and market or 
non-market generator.  AEMO is responsible for, among other things, maintaining 
power system security.   Network operators, such as Ausgrid, have to satisfy system 
standards.   
ii) Ausgrid and Essential Energy Rules 
The APPENDIX, section 2, contains further information obtained, from the Ausgrid and 
Essential Energy web sites, on their respective processes to connect generators, 




2) The local load, line capacity and land availability: 
The Transmission network, operated by Transgrid, is shown in Figures 1 and 2, with 
Figure 2 being the enlargement of the Inset highlighted in Figure 1.  The Transgrid 
Sydney East Substation, shown in Figure 2, links to part of the Ausgrid network and, 
specifically, the network in the Ku-ring-gai area.  The Marulan Substation, in Figure 1, 

















i) Ku-ring-gai solar farm 
a) Background Network Information 
The following technical information was obtained from Ausgrid that wasn’t able to 
give us a diagram of their network for security reasons:   
Figure 3 provides a Google Earth high level view of Sydney’s north shore with the 
Transgrid transmission line from the Hunter Valley coal fired power stations to the 
Transgrid operated bulk supply point, Sydney East Substation, also shown in Figure 
3, the first connected yellow label nearest the coast.  The close up in Figure 4 of 
the same view as in Figure 3 shows the Sydney East Substation which operates at 
330 kiloVolts (kV) to 132 kV supplying, amongst others, Ausgrid’s Ku-ring-gai 
132kV/33kV Sub Transmission Substation, in turn supplying, amongst others, the 
Pymble 33kV/11kV Zone Substation.  Voltage is then reduced from 11kV to 
240V/415V at kiosks and pole mounted transformers near the usage points.   
The focus is on potentially supplying power from a solar farm to the Ku-ring-gai 
Sub Transmission Substation at 33kV or to the Pymble Zone Substation at 11kV.  
The focus is on supplying directly to substations rather than cutting, or teeing, into 
lines. 
In Figure 5, the white area highlights Ausgrid’s supply area with the orange box 







Figure 3 Google Earth Sydney north shore (Google 2016) 
 









b) Line capacity and load information 
Figure 6 was graphed using Pymble 33kV/11kV Substation load data downloaded 
from Ausgrid’s web site (Ausgrid 2016). 
Figure 6 MW demand Pymple 2 pm, 12 months 
 
The load varies between 10MW and 24MW approximately for a 12 month period 
using 2 pm as the measurement time each day.   
The Ku-ring-gai Substation supplies the Turramurra and St Ives Substations as well, 
which have similar loads to Pymble Substation.  The Ku-ring-gai Substation is therefore 
assumed to supply at least 20MW power during the day, which is most relevant for 
solar. 
c) Land availability 
Land options were assessed by looking at Google Earth, searching the council’s 








MW demand 2pm Pymble Feeder 
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ii) Goulburn solar farm 
a) Background Network Information 
Figure 7 highlights that, for Goulburn, the Marulan 330kV/132 kV Transgrid Substation 
supplies the Goulburn (Rocky Hill) Essential Energy 132kV/66kV/11 kV Substation 
which supplies the Clinton Street 66kV/11kV Substation and the North Goulburn 
66kV/11 kV Substation. 
The focus is on supplying power from a solar farm at 11kV to the Clinton Street 
Substation or to the North Goulburn Substation. 






The three blue shaded areas in Figure 8 highlight the Essential Energy supply regions 
with Goulburn in the Southern Region, which is highlighted by the orange rectangle.  




b) Line capacity and load information. 
Table 2 shows summer and winter peak demand data. 
From the Clinton Street 66kV/11kV Substation, the summer firm dynamic rating is 
20.9MVA for the 11 kV feeders with a forecast peak load of 13.8MVA for 2015/16.  
The winter rating is 22.8 MVA and forecast peak MVA is 14.8. 
The power factor is lower in summer requiring more reactive power, but the absolute 
level is close to 1pf.    
From the Goulburn North 66kV/11kV Substation, the summer firm dynamic rating is 
17.6MVA for the 11kV feeders with a peak forecast of 6.2MVA for 2015/16.  The 
winter rating is 19.2MVA and peak forecast MVA demand is 7.2.   
Phone call and email contact with Essential Energy was undertaken to assess technical 
issues in relation to the size and connection requirements of the solar farm near the 
Clinton Street Substation or the North Goulburn Substation. 
Essential Energy explained that a number of 11kV feeders run from an 11kV 
Substation; that the different transformer MVA ratings in Table 2 depend on whether 
the transformer is fan cooled or not; that stepping up the voltage to 11kV has to occur 
on the solar farm site; that the lines supplying the Substation are an expense of the 
solar farm and that the power has to leave the farm site in grid ready condition. 
They seemed supportive and said that the demand downstream from the Substation 
can be used to size a solar farm or any generator and any excess can flow back up 




Table 2 Goulburn Area Peak Demand (Energy 2015b, 99 ) 
 
c) land availability:   
Land options are assessed by looking at Google Earth, searching the council’s website 





3) The local council and community reaction to the solar 
farms: 
 
This area was a focus in the Literature Review section. 
Both councils’ web sites were read to gain an understanding of their commitment 
to environmental and renewable energy issues; 
An interview was conducted with an electrical engineer, currently Head of 




4) The economic feasibility of the solar farms 
 
Projects will be equity funded.  The ROE will not be sufficiently high to justify debt 
funding but investors in the farms should be happy with a 6%, after tax, ROE given the 
predictable nature of the energy output.  An investment in a solar farm will not be a 
growth investment.  A 25 year investment that regularly repays all capital and 
provides a 6% p.a. return will attract investors who seek good dividend returns rather 
than capital growth.   
The two related evaluation methods when assessing the economic feasibility of each 
hypothetical solar farm are: 
- to determine the levelised cost of energy (LCOE); and 
- to include revenue, and other information, with the cost information used to 
calculate LCOE, and determine the NPV and IRR.   
Sensitivity analysis will also be undertaken. 
i) Methodology to determine the Levelised Cost of Energy  
- assess the initial capital costs, replacement capital costs inflated at 2% p.a. 
from current values, and the ongoing operating costs set at 1.6% of capital 
costs and inflated at 2% p.a. over the 25 year life of the solar farms, and 
calculate the present value of the costs, over a 25 year period, using the 6% 
p.a. discount rate;  
- assess the amount of energy produced per annum by the solar farms, using 
solar farm size, in MW, solar resource data at the relevant latitude and 
longitude, solar panel derating factors and inverter derating factors and then, 
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additionally, calculate the present value of the annual energy units produced 
over 25 years; 
- divide the present value of the costs by the present value of the energy units 
produced to calculate the LCOE. 
The initial, replacement and ongoing operating costs were determined 
- by using information on costs of recent solar farm installations. 
Table 1 provided an estimate of $2.10 per watt for the initial capital costs of a 
solar farm.  $1.80 per watt will be used for the initial capital cost calculation, as 
PV modules are now lower than $0.70 per watt, and other costs have fallen.  
This is an estimate only, as actual quotes to determine the cost of the two 
hypothetical solar farms were not obtained.  For a 5MW solar farm the capital 
cost is, therefore, $9 million, being 5 million watts multiplied by $1.80. 
- by making an estimate of replacement capital costs. 
- by taking 1.6% of initial capital costs as the operating cost estimates, based on 
the District Council of Mt Remarkable Feasibility Study (Ltd 2013), being 1% for 
ongoing and 0.6% for insurance. 
Calculate the energy units produced each year by  
-  obtaining the Peak Sun Hours (PSH), and ambient temperatures (Ta) for each 
solar farm site.  Ku-ring-gai and Goulburn will have different PSH and Ta.  Each 
solar farm will have fixed PV arrays tilted at the latitude of each site.  PSH and 
Ta data will be downloaded from the NASA website (NASA 2016) 
- estimating the power output from the modules (PMod), after adjusting for 
temperature (n temp), manufacturers’ tolerance (n man) and dirt (n dirt) 
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effects.  5MW (Pstc) solar farms will be assessed for both locations, for reasons 
to be discussed further in the Results section; the use of maximum power 
point tracking is assumed. 
- estimate power into the grid (Pgrid) by adjusting for inverter efficiency (n inv) 
which includes cable and transformer losses. 
- For each month, calculate the amount of energy produced (Egrid) by 
multiplying the power into the grid by the number of peak sun hours and the 
number of days in each month; 
- Adding up each month’s output to determine the annual output. 
Then calculate the present value of the annual production over 25 years. 
ii) Methodology to determine the Net Present Value (NPV) and Internal 
Rate of Return (IRR) of each project 
After including annual revenues, depreciation and tax with the above cost data 
calculate the net present value of each farm over 25 years using a 6% discount rate 
and an inflation rate of 2% p.a. for the revenues and operating costs. 
Calculate annual revenue by multiplying the annual energy output by the price the 
energy is expected to sell for. 
What energy price is expected?   
Electricity generated by the solar farms can be sold in the wholesale market and LGCs 
can be created and sold in the market.  The wholesale price in the electricity market 
has fallen, on average, over the past few years due to production from wind and solar 
generated power, and the removal of the carbon tax.  The average wholesale 
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electricity price currently in NSW is around $40/MWh (Figure 9).  For LGC’s, the price 
has risen recently following the confirmation that a RET target will remain in place and 
prices are around $80/MWh (Figure 10).  The current wholesale electricity and LGC 
prices, therefore, add up roughly to $120/MWh.  There is risk, of course, that prices 
will be volatile over 25 years.  The $120/MWh is a starting point, for assessing 
potential revenues. 
Electricity from the solar farms may also be sold directly to retailers or consumers, at a 
pre-agreed price, which may lock in a higher price than otherwise achievable, if selling 
in the wholesale markets.  Retailers of electricity have the obligation to purchase the 
LGCs and may also be willing to commit to forward purchase the electricity and/or the 
LGCs to assist them manage their own risks.  Local users may be prepared to pay 
above the wholesale price to purchase the electricity and support the local solar farm, 
because they want clean energy, for example. 
The Royalla solar farm was paid $186/MWh by the ACT government (Council, 2014), 
under a private agreement for the electricity and LGCs produced.  The midpoint 
between this value and the market value of $120 / MWh (electricity + LGC) is $150 / 
MWh, which will be the assumed sale price under a power purchase agreement, to be 
used in the calculation of revenue, NPV and IRR.  $150/MWh was also what the 




















Revenues are inflated by 2% p.a. from year 1 to year 25. 
Depreciation will be straight line over 25 years except for capital items that need 
replacing, which will be depreciated over their lifetime. 
The tax rate used will be 30%. 
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After calculating tax, add back the depreciation expense to obtain the net cash flow 
for each of the 25 years, then discount using the 6% rate. 
If the NPV is positive then the project looks possible.  The larger the NPV the better. 
iii) Data for the Ku-ring-gai solar farm 
 
a) Levelised Cost of Energy 
 Costs and Present Value of costs over 25 years 
5MW solar farms are being used in both locations 
Capital Costs:  $9 million, being 5 million watts multiplied by $1.80. 
Replacement cost of inverters in year 13: $1 million is the current estimated cost of 
inverters for a 5MW solar farm, which has been inflated at 2% for 13 years to give 
$1,293,607 as the replacement cost.  
Annual Operating costs: 1.6% of initial capital costs and an inflation rate of 2% p.a. will 
be applied to annual costs. 
Calculate the present value of the annual costs over 25 years using a 6% discount rate.     
 
 Annual MWh of energy exported to the grid and the Present Value of this annual 
energy over 25 years. 
Table 3 shows the calculated monthly amounts of energy exported to the grid (Egrid), 
in the last row of the table.  The total for the year, 6,118.34MWh per annum, is the 
sum of the monthly amounts and shown in the last row of the Total column (Tot) of 
Table 3. 
Egrid is PSH multiplied by days in the month multiplied by Pgrid. 
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Looking at January in Table 3, Pgrid at 3.46MW is less than Pstc of 5MW because of 
the inefficiencies.  Note that Egrid is higher in summer than in winter, being 
601.4MWh in December but only 423.6MWh in June.  There is a better solar resource, 
as evidenced by the higher PSH, in summer. 
PSH and Ta have been downloaded from the NASA website (NASA 2016) using 
Latitude -33.744008 and Longitude 151.20990 using 33 degrees tilt angle for all the 
fixed panels which isn’t optimal as solar arrays that track the sun produce the 
maximum electricity at a site.  Tracking systems increase costs, however. 
In Table 3, the four inputs to calculating the derating factor for temperature effects on 
the surface of a solar panel are Tstc, the temperature at standard test conditions 
being 25C; Tcell,eff which is 25 + Ta; Ta which is the temperature information 
downloaded from the NASA site; and Lamda which is the power temperature 
coefficient (units are per degree C) and typically around 0.005.  Lamda is supplied on 
the solar panel by the manufacturer, if using a solar panel with maximum power point 
tracking.  A maximum power point tracker maximises the power output from a solar 
panel and is inbuilt.     
Ftemp = 1 – (lamda X (Tcell, eff – Tstc))  
Tcell, eff = 25 + Ta. 
Tstc is 25C, a standard. 
The annual energy figure, 6118MWh in Table 3, is assumed as output for each of the 
next 25 years and a present value is calculated using a discount rate of 6% p.a.    
Table 3 Energy Production Ku-ring-gai 
 J F M A M J J A S O N D Avg Tot 




Ta 24.9 24.6 23.2 21.3 18.4 16.1 15.1 16.3 18.9 20.9 22 24  
 
Tstc 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25  
 
Tcell,eff 49.9 49.6 48.2 46.3 43.4 41.1 40.1 41.3 43.9 45.9 47 49  
 




5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5  
 
Fman 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97  
 
Ftemp 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.89 0.88  
 




4.08 4.08 4.12 41.6 4.23 4.28 4.30 4.28 4.22 4.17 4.14 4.10  
 








576.8 495.3 524.2 440.3 430 423.6 457.1 526.3 464.4 804.3 573.8 601.4  6118 
 
 Levelised Cost of Energy  
Present Value of Costs / Present Value of Energy units ($/MWh), which will be the 
minimum price needed to be received, from the sale of the energy, to earn the 6% 
return on the investment, after tax. 
b) Net Present Value & IRR 
 Revenue over 25 years.  
This is an important input for the net present valuation calculation.  The annual energy 
production has been calculated, in determining the LCOE, and this needs to be 
multiplied by the sale price for the electricity, $150/MWh being the assumption, to 
calculate revenues.   
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 Net Present Value 
The intial and ongoing costs have been calculated as have the revenues. 
The upfront capital costs are depreciated on a straight line basis over 25 years. 
Tax is calculated on net cash earning less depreciation.   
Depreciation is added to net cash earnings after tax to obtain the project cashflows 
each year. 




iv) Data for the Goulburn solar farm 
a) Levelised Cost of Energy 
 Costs and Present Value of costs over 25 years 
A 5MW solar farm is being assessed.  
Initial Capital Cost:  $9m, as for Ku-ring-gai. 
Replacement cost of inverters in year 13: as for Ku-ring-gai, $1,293,607. 
Annual Operating costs: 1.6% of initial capital cost, inflated at 2% p.a. as well. 
 Annual MWh of energy exported to the grid and its Present Value over 25 years. 
Table 4 shows the calculated monthly amounts of energy exported to the grid (Egrid), 
in Goulburn, in the last row in the table.  The total for the year is 6731 MWh.   
Egrid is, again, higher in summer than in winter. 
Peak Sun Hours and Ambient Temperatures for tilt 34 degrees, using Latitude -34.7548 
and Longitude 149.7186, were downloaded from the NASA website (NASA 2016) and 
recorded in Table 4. 
Goulburn will have different Peak Sun Hours, and ambient temperature to Ku-ring-gai, 
as it is at a different latitude and longitude. 
The annual energy figure, 6731 MWh calculated in Table 4, is assumed as output for 
each of the next 25 years and a present value is calculated using a discount rate of 6% 
p.a.   
The annual energy exported to the grid will be greater, if peak sun hours is greater and 
vice versa, all else being equal. 
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Table 4 Energy Production Goulburn 
 J F M A M J J A S O N D  
PSH 6.35 6.17 5.8 5.02 4.14 3.57 3.75 4.29 5.18 5.7 6.04 6.26 
Avg 
5.18 
Ta 26.5 25.8 23.1 19.7 15.2 11.9 11 13 16.8 20.2 22.7 25.3  
Tstc 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25  
Tcell,eff 49.9 49.6 48.2 46.3 43.4 41.1 40.1 41.3 43.9 45.9 47 49  
Lamda 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5%  
Pstc 
(MW) 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5  
Fman 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97  
Ftemp 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.89 0.88  
Fdirt 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96  
Pmod 
(MW) 
4.08 4.08 4.12 41.6 4.23 4.28 4.30 4.28 4.22 4.17 4.14 4.10  
n inv 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85  
Pgrid 
(MW) 
3,43 3.45 3.5 3.57 3.66 3.72 3.74 3.7 3.63 3.56 3.51 3.46  
Egrid 
(MWh) 




 Levelised Cost of Energy  
As previously stated LCOE equals Present Value of Costs / Present Value of Energy 
units ($/MWh), which will be the minimum price needed to receive, from the sale of 
the electricity, the 6% return on the investment, after tax. 
b) Net Present Value 
 Revenue over 25 years, and Net Present Value 
The same methodology will be used, as discussed under these headings when 




5) The economic feasibility of the solar farms with 
battery storage included. 
For both Ku-ring-gai and Goulburn, calculate the LCOE, when battery storage is 
included in the solar farm project, using 6% p.a. as the discount rate, as before.  All 
energy generated by the farms will be run through the batteries, the assumption being 
it will all be used every night.  This isn’t a realistic assumption and there are many 
ways battery storage could be involved, and there are many different types of 
batteries, but a high level assessment of extra costs will be useful. 
i) Extra data for the Ku-ring-gai solar farm 
Levelised Cost of Energy 
 Battery Costs and Present Value of costs over 25 years 
- Assume Li-ion batteries are used. 
- The size of the batteries is determined after looking at the largest daily amount of 
energy exported to the grid (“Load”), from the batteries.  Then use the formula 
(number of days of storage X “Load”) / (Depth of Discharge X inefficiency) to 
determine the size of battery storage needed, in MWh. 
- The number of days of storage assumed is 1.  All energy input daily will be used 
each night.   
The “Load” estimate is 17.54MWh, which is the largest amount that needs to be 
stored and occurs in October.  See Table 5, and the second last row. 
The Depth of Discharge (DoD) estimate is obtained from Table 8, containing CSIRO 
data, which for Li-ion shows 90% DoD and which allows 4000 discharges.  At 1 
discharge per day this equates to 4000/365, which equals approximately 11 years 
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of lifetime.    A lifetime of 13 years is wanted as the battery lifetime to match the 
inverter lifetime.   The estimated DoD to last for 13 years, is 80%.  A lower depth of 
discharge will lengthen the lifetime.   
For n, or the battery efficiency, 90% is the figure used, which is obtained from 
Table 8. 
The resulting size of the battery system will thus be (1 X 17.54 MWh) / (0.80 X 
0.90) = 24.36 MWh. 
The cost of battery / kWh is obtained from Table 7, being $543/kWh. 
Therefore, the cost of the total battery system here is $543 X 24,360 kWh = 
$13,228,083. 
For annual operating costs to maintain the batteries, assume 0.4% multiplied by 
the initial capital cost.   
The battery is assumed to last for 13 years.  The cost to replace the battery at year 
13 is assumed to increase by 2% p.a. 
 Annual MWh of energy exported to the grid and its Present Value over 25 years 
of production 
Table 5 shows the results of the calculations for the amount of energy supplied to the 
grid from the solar farm via the batteries, Egrid, being 5,507 MWh p.a., shown in the 
last row of the Total column. 
Egrid, in this case, is smaller than the situation where batteries were not used, 
because of the inefficiency of the battery process. 
The annual energy figure, 5,507 MWh shown in Table 5, is assumed as output for each 
of the next 25 years and a present value is calculated using a discount rate of 6% pa.. 
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 Levelised Cost of Energy 
Calculate the Present Value of Costs / Present Value of Energy units ($/MWh) which, 
as before in the case without battery usage, will be the minimum price needed to be 
received, from the sale of the electricity, to earn the 6% return on the investment.  
This is the LCOE. 
NPV and IRR have not been calculated as the assumption is that the LCOE will be too 
high to be commercial.  In other words, the LCOE will be well above the $150/MWh 
electricity sale price estimate. 
ii) Extra data for the Goulburn solar farm  
Levelised Cost of Energy 
 Battery Costs and Present Value of costs over 25 years 
- Assume Li-ion batteries. 
- Determine battery requirement, as set out in the previous section when discussing 
Ku-ring-gai, using the same number of days of storage, DOD and inefficiency 
assumptions, as well as the same formula. 
- The “Load” estimate is 19.62 MWh which is the largest amount that needs to be 
stored and occurs in January.  See Table 6. 
The resulting size of the battery system will thus be (1 X 19.62 MWh) / (0.80 X 
0.90) = 27.25 MWh. 
The cost of the battery / kWh is obtained from Table 7, being $543 / kWh.  




For annual operating costs to maintain the batteries, assume 0.4% multiplied by 
the initial capital cost.   
The battery is assumed to last for 13 years.  The cost to replace the battery at year 
13 is assumed to increase by 2% p.a.  
 Annual MWh of electricity exported to the grid and its Present Value over 25 
years of production 
Table 6 shows the results of the calculations for the amount of energy supplied to the 
grid from the solar farm via the batteries, being 6,058 MWh per annum. 
The annual energy figure, 6,058 MWh, is assumed as output for each of the next 25 
years and a present value is calculated using a discount rate of 6% pa 
 Levelised Cost of Energy 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 7 Current cost range of energy storage technologies  (Brinsmead 2015) 







1) The current rules 
Ku-ring-gai and Goulburn solar farms 
The NREL, Ausgrid and Essential Energy rules are encouraging.  There is provision for 
solar farms and batteries to connect to the medium voltage networks as non-
scheduled, semi-scheduled or scheduled, and as market, or non-market, participants.  
The process has been developed to enable the connection now of variable supply 
from renewable energy production sources, evidenced by the existence of the non-
scheduled and semi-scheduled categories.  However, the technical management of 
the grid is an implicit constraint on the amount of renewable energy generation that 
can be connected.  The grid has been developed around coal fired power and 
centralised generation.  Renewable generation may create technical issues because of 
the variability of its supply.   Batteries can already be part of the solution under the 
regulations, as they can be connected as generators or loads.  
Certainly an individual solar farm can be connected to the grid with access approval 
determined on a case by case basis.   
Essential Energy were more interested than Ausgrid.  Its website was more open and 
its forms easier to find, regarding connecting renewable generators, and its employees 
answered the enquiries more expansively.   
Each solar farm would be likely to register as a non-scheduled, non-market 
participant, saving on costs, sufficient to enable the sale of the electricity to local users 
and to a retailer under a power purchase agreement.  If excess electricity generation is 
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feasible, registration as a market participant would enable sales of the electricity to be 
made into the wholesale market. 
2) The local load, line capacity and land availability: 
i) Ku-ring-gai solar farm 
The key issue that made a local solar farm in Ku-ring-gai infeasible was the lack of 
available land near the Ku-ring-gai or Pymble Substations.  A land size of 12 hectares  
would be needed per 5MW of capacity, based on the Royalla project (Council 2014).  
The land is bushy, steep and rocky.  In Figure 4, the dark area between the Sydney East 
Substation and the Ku-ring-gai Substation, highlights its unsuitability for solar farms.  
Even if the land was suitable, it probably would have been built on, negating the 
possibility of a solar farm anyway.  Pymble Substation is surrounded by commercial 
and industrial buildings so is more suited to take excess behind the meter solar power 
fed back into the grid rather than power from solar farms.   
The site at Ku-ring-gai Substation could accommodate battery storage.  A new more 
compact substation has just been built, and there is vacant land available at the site. 
The load and line capacity are available to take up to a 20MW solar farm at Ku-ring-
gai, and a 10MW solar farm at Pymble, but there just isn’t the land.   
ii) Goulburn solar farm 
An electrical engineer working in an environmental management oversight role for the 
Goulburn council was available to answer some questions. 
He said that there was no land available near the Clinton St Substation, as it was in the 
middle of town, but Goulburn North had land available, owned by Essential Energy.  
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Industrial land was available, on the south west outskirts of Goulburn, where the line 
was large enough to be cut into and take the supply of a larger solar farm.   
He thought that solar farms could be built that could sell electricity to remote 
customers on the grid and not to restrict the size of the farm to the local load on the 
11kV feeders.  There would be a first mover advantage for solar farms getting the best 
sites, even though the costs of the solar farms will continue to fall.  He didn’t think 
Goulburn would ever leave the grid and develop a microgrid.  He did think more 
electricity capacity would attract more industry and growth for Goulburn, and having 
local generation may encourage co-development of line capacity with Essential 
Energy.  Batteries should be considered as part of local solar farm developments, he 
thought. 
The peak load expectations from Goulburn North, being 6.2MVA in summer and 
7.2MVA in winter (see Table 2) allowed for a 5MW farm, with any excess sold via the 
grid, subject to how the solar farm is registered.  PGrid was less than 4MW every 
month (see Table 12). 
3) The local council and community reaction to the solar 
farms: 
i) Ku-ring-gai solar farm 
A search of the Ku-ring–gai Council web site (Council 2016b) found that the council is 
an enthusiast for reducing carbon dioxide emissions, and found that there is detailed 
information on climate change, carbon emissions, electricity usage and energy 
efficiency.  While unable to build a solar farm in their area, the council could be a 
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potential purchaser of electricity generated by solar farms elsewhere, given this 
enthusiasm. 
ii) Goulburn solar farm 
The Goulburn Council electrical engineer was supportive of renewable energy.  He 
thought the community would need to be involved in the decision, as he was aware of 
developments being held up by just one complainant.  Things like the environmental 
impact, including glare, would need to be addressed.   
Local residents weren’t surveyed, but would be in a real situation.  There would likely 
be a six month engagement process, to assess the potential for community funding for 
the project and, also, the potential for the purchase of the electricity by the 
community, to increase interest and gain acceptance. 
The Goulburn council web site (Council 2016a) had much less information on climate 
change mitigation, adaptation and renewable energy than for Ku-ring-gai, implying 
more engagement would be needed for any solar farm development. 
4) The economic feasibility of the solar farms 
i) Ku-ring-gai solar farm 
a. Levelised Cost of Energy 
Net Present Value of total annual costs 
The NPV of the costs is the same for Ku-ring-gai and Goulburn, as the same inputs 
have been used.  In reality the cost of land, to lease or purchase, would be much 
higher in Ku-ring-gai than in Goulburn. 
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The NPV of total annual costs, over the 25 years, is $11,830,361 as shown at the foot 
of Table 11. 
Net Present Value of Energy Units 
Table 12 shows the result of the calculation of the energy exported to the grid each 
year, Egrid, being 6118 MWh, in the Total column, third last line. 
Table 13 shows the results of the present value of the annual production, over 25 
years, being 84,331 MWh, as seen at the foot of the table.  
Levelised Cost of Energy (LCOE) is Net Present Value of Annual Costs / Net Present 
Value of Annual Energy Units Produced; or  
$11,830,361 / 84,331 MWh = $140 / MWh. 
LCOE Sensitivities: 
Table 9 LCOE Sensitivities Ku-ring-gai 
Initial Costs (and related 
change in ongoing costs 
due to the 1.6% 
relationship) 
Discount Rate, with 
initial cost of $9mill and 
related ongoing costs of 
1.6% 
LCOE $/MWh 
$9mill 5% 132 
$9mill 6% 140 
$9mill 7% 149 
$7mill 
6% 111 
$9mill 6% 140 







b. Net Present Value of the solar farm 
Revenues 
The assumed electricity sale price is $150/MWh.  See Table 12, where the $150/MWh 
has been used to calculate the annual revenue of $917,751, shown in the last row and 
column. 
In Table 14, the $917,751 is input as the Year 1 revenue, in the Revenues column, and 
inflated at 2% per annum for 25 years. 
The ongoing operating costs are also inflated at 2% for 25 years. 
The Net Present Value of the all equity project, discounting at 6% p.a., is $337,198 (see 
Table 14, last row), which is a positive NPV, and thus viable (if the land was available).  




NPV and IRR Sensitivities:  
Table 10 NPV sensitivities Ku-ring-gai 
 Variable NPV IRR 
Discount Rate, 
with initial cost of 
$9mill and related 
ongoing costs of 
1.6% 
5% $1,365,112 6.4% 
6% $337,197 6.4% 
7% ($541,419) 6.4% 
Initial Costs (and 
related change in 
ongoing costs due 
to the 1.6% 
relationship) 
$7 mill $2,376,331 9.1% 
$9 mill $337,197 6.4% 
$11 mill ($1,701,936) 4.4% 
$15 mill ($5,780,206) 1.7% 
Peak Sun Hours +10% $1,329,329 7.4% 
0 $337,197 6.4% 
-10% ($654,934) 5.3% 
Electricity Price $185 / MWh $2,652,172 8.7% 
$150 / MWh $337,197 6.4% 





















PV of Total 
Annual Costs
0 1 9,000,000$      9,000,000$    9,000,000$      
1 0.9434 144,000$        144,000$       135,849$          
2 0.8900 146,880$        146,880$       130,723$          
3 0.8396 149,818$        149,818$       125,790$          
4 0.7921 152,814$        152,814$       121,043$          
5 0.7473 155,870$        155,870$       116,475$          
6 0.7050 158,988$        158,988$       112,080$          
7 0.6651 162,167$        162,167$       107,851$          
8 0.6274 165,411$        165,411$       103,781$          
9 0.5919 168,719$        168,719$       99,864$            
10 0.5584 172,093$        172,093$       96,096$            
11 0.5268 175,535$        175,535$       92,470$            
12 0.4970 179,046$        179,046$       88,980$            
13 0.4688 1,293,607$      182,627$        1,476,234$    692,116$          
14 0.4423 186,279$        186,279$       82,392$            
15 0.4173 190,005$        190,005$       79,282$            
16 0.3936 193,805$        193,805$       76,291$            
17 0.3714 197,681$        197,681$       73,412$            
18 0.3503 201,635$        201,635$       70,641$            
19 0.3305 205,667$        205,667$       67,976$            
20 0.3118 209,781$        209,781$       65,411$            
21 0.2942 213,976$        213,976$       62,942$            
22 0.2775 218,256$        218,256$       60,567$            
23 0.2618 222,621$        222,621$       58,282$            
24 0.2470 227,073$        227,073$       56,082$            
25 0.2330 231,615$        231,615$       53,966$            
TOTAL NPC 11,830,361$    
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Energy & Revenue each year 












































































































































































































$           
150
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$            
150
$          
150
$            
150
$         
150
$           
150
$           
150
$          
150
$         
150
$           
Revenue
86,520
$     
74,345
$      
78,738
$       
66,037
$      
64,500
$    
63,537
$      
68,564
$   
78,937
$     
69,665
$     
90,639
$    
86,067
$   
90,203
$     
917,751
$    
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Net Present Value of energy produced each year  




Year PWF MWh PV MWh
0 1 6118 6118
1 0.9434 6118 5772
2 0.8900 6118 5445
3 0.8396 6118 5137
4 0.7921 6118 4846
5 0.7473 6118 4572
6 0.7050 6118 4313
7 0.6651 6118 4069
8 0.6274 6118 3839
9 0.5919 6118 3621
10 0.5584 6118 3416
11 0.5268 6118 3223
12 0.4970 6118 3041
13 0.4688 6118 2869
14 0.4423 6118 2706
15 0.4173 6118 2553
16 0.3936 6118 2408
17 0.3714 6118 2272
18 0.3503 6118 2144
19 0.3305 6118 2022
20 0.3118 6118 1908
21 0.2942 6118 1800
22 0.2775 6118 1698
23 0.2618 6118 1602
24 0.2470 6118 1511

























$    
(9,000,000)
$   
(9,000,000)




$       
144,000
$     
403,333
$   
370,418
$     
111,125
$   
259,292
$      
662,626
$        
625,119




$       
146,880
$     
403,333
$   
385,893
$     
115,768
$   
270,125
$      
673,458
$        
599,375




$       
149,818
$     
403,333
$   
401,677
$     
120,503
$   
281,174
$      
684,507
$        
574,726




$       
152,814
$     
403,333
$   
417,778
$     
125,333
$   
292,444
$      
695,778
$        
551,121




$       
155,870
$     
403,333
$   
434,200
$     
130,260
$   
303,940
$      
707,273
$        
528,516




$    
158,988
$     
403,333
$   
450,950
$     
135,285
$   
315,665
$      
718,999
$        
506,866




$    
162,167
$     
403,333
$   
468,036
$     
140,411
$   
327,625
$      
730,959
$        
486,129




$    
165,411
$     
403,333
$   
485,463
$     
145,639
$   
339,824
$      
743,158
$        
466,266




$    
168,719
$     
403,333
$   
503,239
$     
150,972
$   
352,268
$      
755,601
$        
447,239




$    
172,093
$     
403,333
$   
521,371
$     
156,411
$   
364,960
$      
768,293
$        
429,011




$    
175,535
$     
403,333
$   
539,865
$     
161,959
$   
377,905
$      
781,239
$        
411,547




$    
179,046
$     
403,333
$   
558,729
$     
167,619
$   
391,110
$      
794,444
$        
394,814




$    
(1,293,607)
$   
(606,493)




$    
182,627
$     
427,801
$   
553,503
$     
166,051
$   
387,452
$      
815,253
$        
382,222




$    
186,279
$     
427,801
$   
573,129
$     
171,939
$   
401,190
$      
828,991
$        
366,663




$    
190,005
$     
427,801
$   
593,148
$     
177,944
$   
415,203
$      
843,004
$        
351,756




$    
193,805
$     
427,801
$   
613,567
$     
184,070
$   
429,497
$      
857,297
$        
337,472




$    
197,681
$     
427,801
$   
634,394
$     
190,318
$   
444,076
$      
871,876
$        
323,784




$    
201,635
$     
427,801
$   
655,638
$     
196,691
$   
458,946
$      
886,747
$        
310,666




$    
205,667
$     
427,801
$   
677,307
$     
203,192
$   
474,115
$      
901,915
$        
298,095




$    
209,781
$     
427,801
$   
699,409
$     
209,823
$   
489,586
$      
917,387
$        
286,045




$    
213,976
$     
427,801
$   
721,953
$     
216,586
$   
505,367
$      
933,168
$        
274,496




$    
218,256
$     
427,801
$   
744,948
$     
223,484
$   
521,464
$      
949,264
$        
263,426




$    
222,621
$     
427,801
$   
768,403
$     
230,521
$   
537,882
$      
965,683
$        
252,813




$    
227,073
$     
427,801
$   
792,327
$     
237,698
$   
554,629
$      
982,429
$        
242,639




$    
231,615
$     
427,801
$   
816,729
$     
245,019
$   
571,711
$      
999,511
$        
232,885







$         
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ii) Goulburn solar farm 
a) Levelised Cost of Energy 
Net Present Value of total annual cost 
The NPV of the costs is the same for Ku-ring-gai and Goulburn, as said previously. 
The NPV of total annual costs, over 25 years, is $11,830,361, as shown at the foot of 
Table 11. 
Net Present Value of Energy Units 
Table 17, in the Total column, third last row, shows the energy exported to the grid 
each year, Egrid, to be 6731 MWh, which is more than the 6,118 MWh exported from 
the Ku-ring-gai solar farm, because of the better peak sun hours. 
Table 18 shows the present value of the annual production over 25 years, giving 
92,782 MWh, as seen at the foot of the table.  
Levelised Cost of Energy is Net Present Value of Annual Costs / Net Present Value of 
Annual Energy Units Produced  
$11,830,361 / 92,782 MWh = $128 / MWh,  





Table 15 LCOE Sensitivities Goulburn 
Initial Costs (and related change 
in ongoing costs due to the 1.6% 
relationship) 
Discount Rate, with 
initial cost of $9mill and 
related ongoing costs of 
1.6% 
LCOE ($/MWh) 
$9mill 5% 120 
$9mill 6% 128 
$9mill 7% 136 
$7mill 
6% 101 
$9mill 6% 128 
$11mill 6% 154 
 
b) Net Present Value of the Solar Farm 
Revenues 
Again, $150/MWh is the electricity sale price.  See Table 17, where the sale price of 
$150/MWh has been used to calculate the annual revenue of $1,009,723, shown in 
the last row of the Total column. 
In Table 19, the $1,009,723 is the Year 1 input for the revenue, in the Revenues 
column, and this number is then inflated at 2% per annum for 25 years. 
The annual operating costs are 1.6% of the initial capital costs and are also inflated at 
2% for 25 years. 
The Net Present Value of the all equity project, discounting at 6% p.a., is $1,331,415, 
(see the last row of Table 19), a positive number and thus viable. 




NPV and IRR Sensitivities  
Table 16 NPV Sensitivities Goulburn 
 Variable NPV IRR 
Discount Rate, 
with initial cost of 
$9mill and related 
ongoing costs of 
1.6% 
5% $2,471,431 7.4% 
6% $1,331,455 7.4% 
7% $356,967 7.4% 
Initial Costs (and 
related change in 
ongoing costs due 
to the 1.6% 
relationship) 
7 mill $3,370,589 10.3% 
9 mill $1,331,455 7.4% 
11 mill ($707,679) 5.35% 
Peak Sun Hours 
+10% $2,423.012 8.5% 
0 $1,331,455 7.4% 
-10% $239,897 6.25% 
Electricity Price 
$185 / MWh $3,878,422 9.9% 
$150 / MWh $1,331,455 7.4% 














































































































































































































$           
150
$          
150
$             
150
$            
150
$           
150
$              
150
$            
150
$           
150
$              
150
$           
150
$            
150
$            
Revenue
101,374
$   
89,327
$    
94,408
$       
80,596
$      
70,397
$     
59,796
$        
65,215
$      
73,817
$     
84,503
$        
94,302
$     
95,359
$      
100,629
$   
1,009,723
$    
Energy & Revenue each year 






Year PWF MWh PV MWh
0 1 6731 6731
1 0.9434 6731 6350
2 0.8900 6731 5991
3 0.8396 6731 5652
4 0.7921 6731 5332
5 0.7473 6731 5030
6 0.7050 6731 4745
7 0.6651 6731 4477
8 0.6274 6731 4223
9 0.5919 6731 3984
10 0.5584 6731 3759
11 0.5268 6731 3546
12 0.4970 6731 3345
13 0.4688 6731 3156
14 0.4423 6731 2977
15 0.4173 6731 2809
16 0.3936 6731 2650
17 0.3714 6731 2500
18 0.3503 6731 2358
19 0.3305 6731 2225
20 0.3118 6731 2099
21 0.2942 6731 1980
22 0.2775 6731 1868
23 0.2618 6731 1762
24 0.2470 6731 1663
25 0.2330 6731 1568
NPV MWh 92782
Net Present Value of energy produced each year 

























































$    
(9,000,000)
$   
(9,000,000)




$      
144,000
$      
403,333
$        
462,389
$     
138,717
$   
323,673
$      
727,006
$        
685,855




$      
146,880
$      
403,333
$        
479,704
$     
143,911
$   
335,793
$      
739,126
$        
657,820




$      
149,818
$      
403,333
$        
497,365
$     
149,209
$   
348,155
$      
751,489
$        
630,964




$      
152,814
$      
403,333
$        
515,379
$     
154,614
$   
360,765
$      
764,098
$        
605,237




$      
155,870
$      
403,333
$        
533,753
$     
160,126
$   
373,627
$      
776,960
$        
580,590




$      
158,988
$      
403,333
$        
552,495
$     
165,748
$   
386,746
$      
790,080
$        
556,975




$      
162,167
$      
403,333
$        
571,611
$     
171,483
$   
400,128
$      
803,461
$        
534,348




$      
165,411
$      
403,333
$        
591,110
$     
177,333
$   
413,777
$      
817,110
$        
512,665




$      
168,719
$      
403,333
$        
610,999
$     
183,300
$   
427,699
$      
831,033
$        
491,887




$      
172,093
$      
403,333
$        
631,286
$     
189,386
$   
441,900
$      
845,233
$        
471,974




$      
175,535
$      
403,333
$        
651,978
$     
195,593
$   
456,385
$      
859,718
$        
452,889




$      
179,046
$      
403,333
$        
673,084
$     
201,925
$   
471,159
$      
874,492
$        
434,596




$    
(1,293,607)
$   
(606,493)




$      
182,627
$      
427,801
$        
670,145
$     
201,044
$   
469,102
$      
896,902
$        
420,503




$      
186,279
$      
427,801
$        
692,104
$     
207,631
$   
484,473
$      
912,273
$        
403,499




$      
190,005
$      
427,801
$        
714,502
$     
214,351
$   
500,152
$      
927,952
$        
387,202




$      
193,805
$      
427,801
$        
737,348
$     
221,204
$   
516,144
$      
943,944
$        
371,580




$      
197,681
$      
427,801
$        
760,651
$     
228,195
$   
532,456
$      
960,256
$        
356,605




$      
201,635
$      
427,801
$        
784,420
$     
235,326
$   
549,094
$      
976,895
$        
342,249




$      
205,667
$      
427,801
$        
808,665
$     
242,599
$   
566,065
$      
993,866
$        
328,486




$      
209,781
$      
427,801
$        
833,394
$     
250,018
$   
583,376
$      
1,011,176
$     
315,290




$      
213,976
$      
427,801
$        
858,618
$     
257,585
$   
601,033
$      
1,028,833
$     
302,637




$      
218,256
$      
427,801
$        
884,346
$     
265,304
$   
619,042
$      
1,046,843
$     
290,504




$      
222,621
$      
427,801
$        
910,589
$     
273,177
$   
637,412
$      
1,065,213
$     
278,870




$      
227,073
$      
427,801
$        
937,357
$     
281,207
$   
656,150
$      
1,083,951
$     
267,713




$      
231,615
$      
427,801
$        
964,660
$     
289,398
$   
675,262
$      
1,103,063
$     
257,012








$     





5) The economic feasibility of the solar farms with 
battery storage included. 
i) Ku-ring-gai solar farm 
Levelised Cost of Energy 
The NPV of the total costs of the solar farm and the battery system is $37,722,760 as 
shown at the foot of Table 21. 
The $22,228,000 cost in year 0, Table 21, is the $9m for the solar farm and the 
$13.228m for the batteries calculated in the methodologies section. 
The $18,405,435 cost in year 13 is the $1m inverter and $13.228m battery costs 
inflated at 2% p.a. for 13 years. 
The annual ongoing costs are 2% (1.6% for the solar farm and 0.4% for the battery 
system) of initial capital costs, inflated at 2% p.a. 
The present value of the annual production of 5,507MWh, calculated in the 
methodologies section, over 25 years, is 75,898 MWh, as seen at foot of Table 22. 
LCOE = $37,722,760 / 75,898 MWh = $497 / MWh.   
LCOE sensitivities for total solar farm and battery system, when only changing the cost 
of the batteries, and (resultant change in related operating costs and the forward cost 




LCOE Sensitivities with batteries included: 
Table 20 LCOE Sensitivities with batteries included Ku-ring-gai. 
Cost of batteries LCOE $/MWh 
$200 / kWh $286 
$543 / kWh $497 
$1500 / kWh $1,085 
 










PV of Total 
Annual Costs
0 1 22,228,000$         22,228,000$    22,228,000$       
1 0.9434 444,560$              444,560$          419,396$             
2 0.8900 453,451$              453,451$          403,570$             
3 0.8396 462,520$              462,520$          388,341$             
4 0.7921 471,771$              471,771$          373,687$             
5 0.7473 481,206$              481,206$          359,585$             
6 0.7050 490,830$              490,830$          346,016$             
7 0.6651 500,647$              500,647$          332,959$             
8 0.6274 510,660$              510,660$          320,394$             
9 0.5919 520,873$              520,873$          308,304$             
10 0.5584 531,290$              531,290$          296,670$             
11 0.5268 541,916$              541,916$          285,475$             
12 0.4970 552,754$              552,754$          274,702$             
13 0.4688 18,405,435$         563,810$              18,969,245$    8,893,522$          
14 0.4423 575,086$              575,086$          254,361$             
15 0.4173 586,587$              586,587$          244,762$             
16 0.3936 598,319$              598,319$          235,526$             
17 0.3714 610,286$              610,286$          226,638$             
18 0.3503 622,491$              622,491$          218,086$             
19 0.3305 634,941$              634,941$          209,856$             
20 0.3118 647,640$              647,640$          201,937$             
21 0.2942 660,593$              660,593$          194,317$             
22 0.2775 673,805$              673,805$          186,984$             
23 0.2618 687,281$              687,281$          179,928$             
24 0.2470 701,026$              701,026$          173,138$             
25 0.2330 715,047$              715,047$          166,605$             
TOTAL NPC 37,722,760$       
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Table 22 NPV of Electricity produced when batteries included Ku-ring-gai. 
 
  
Year PWF MWh PV MWh
0 1 5507 5507
1 0.9434 5507 5195
2 0.8900 5507 4901
3 0.8396 5507 4623
4 0.7921 5507 4362
5 0.7473 5507 4115
6 0.7050 5507 3882
7 0.6651 5507 3662
8 0.6274 5507 3455
9 0.5919 5507 3259
10 0.5584 5507 3075
11 0.5268 5507 2901
12 0.4970 5507 2737
13 0.4688 5507 2582
14 0.4423 5507 2436
15 0.4173 5507 2298
16 0.3936 5507 2168
17 0.3714 5507 2045
18 0.3503 5507 1929
19 0.3305 5507 1820
20 0.3118 5507 1717
21 0.2942 5507 1620
22 0.2775 5507 1528
23 0.2618 5507 1442
24 0.2470 5507 1360




ii) Goulburn solar farm 
Levelised Cost of Energy 
The NPV of the Cost is $40,727,487 as shown at the foot of Table 24. 
The $23,796,750 cost in year 0 is the $9m for the solar farm and the $14.796m for the 
batteries calculated in the methodologies section. 
The $20,434,781 cost in year 13 is the $1m inverter and $14.796m battery costs 
inflated at 2% p.a. for 13 years. 
The annual ongoing costs are 2% of initial capital costs, inflated at 2% p.a. 
The present value, over 25 years, of the annual production, 6,058MWh, as 
calculated in the Methodologies section, is 83,661 MWh, as seen at foot of Table 25. 
LCOE = $40,727,487 / 83,661 MWh = $486 / MWh.   
LCOE sensitivities for total solar farm and battery system, when only changing the cost 
of the batteries and (resultant change in related operating costs and the forward cost 
of the batteries in year 13), are shown in Table 23. 
LCOE Sensitivities with batteries included 
Table 23 LCOE sensitivities with batteries included Goulburn 
Cost of batteries LCOE $/MWh 
$200 / kWh $272 
$543 / kWh $486 
$1500 / kWh $1,083 
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PV of Total 
Annual Costs
0 1 23,796,750$            23,796,750$    23,796,750$         
1 0.9434 475,935$     475,935$          448,995$               
2 0.8900 485,454$     485,454$          432,052$               
3 0.8396 495,163$     495,163$          415,748$               
4 0.7921 505,066$     505,066$          400,060$               
5 0.7473 515,167$     515,167$          384,963$               
6 0.7050 525,471$     525,471$          370,436$               
7 0.6651 535,980$     535,980$          356,457$               
8 0.6274 546,700$     546,700$          343,006$               
9 0.5919 557,634$     557,634$          330,063$               
10 0.5584 568,786$     568,786$          317,607$               
11 0.5268 580,162$     580,162$          305,622$               
12 0.4970 591,765$     591,765$          294,089$               
13 0.4688 20,434,781$            603,601$     21,038,381$    9,863,614$           
14 0.4423 615,673$     615,673$          272,313$               
15 0.4173 627,986$     627,986$          262,037$               
16 0.3936 640,546$     640,546$          252,148$               
17 0.3714 653,357$     653,357$          242,633$               
18 0.3503 666,424$     666,424$          233,477$               
19 0.3305 679,752$     679,752$          224,667$               
20 0.3118 693,347$     693,347$          216,189$               
21 0.2942 707,214$     707,214$          208,031$               
22 0.2775 721,359$     721,359$          200,181$               
23 0.2618 735,786$     735,786$          192,627$               
24 0.2470 750,502$     750,502$          185,358$               
25 0.2330 765,512$     765,512$          178,363$               
TOTAL NPC 40,727,487$         
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Table 25 NPV of electricity produced when batteries included Goulburn. 
 
  
Year PWF MWh PV MWh
0 1 6058 6058
1 0.9434 6058 5715
2 0.8900 6058 5392
3 0.8396 6058 5087
4 0.7921 6058 4799
5 0.7473 6058 4527
6 0.7050 6058 4271
7 0.6651 6058 4029
8 0.6274 6058 3801
9 0.5919 6058 3586
10 0.5584 6058 3383
11 0.5268 6058 3191
12 0.4970 6058 3011
13 0.4688 6058 2840
14 0.4423 6058 2680
15 0.4173 6058 2528
16 0.3936 6058 2385
17 0.3714 6058 2250
18 0.3503 6058 2123
19 0.3305 6058 2002
20 0.3118 6058 1889
21 0.2942 6058 1782
22 0.2775 6058 1681
23 0.2618 6058 1586
24 0.2470 6058 1496





 The policy framework is well developed for renewable energy generators to 
connect to the grid now.  The RET has been in operation for some time.  As the RET 
exists, then the framework for its implementation should also exist, and it does. 
 Registering as non-scheduled, non-market generators is likely for the solar farms, 
as the electricity produced would, most likely, be sold to a local retailer or user at 
the local connection point.  There are options to apply for semi-scheduled and 
market classifications, if the electricity is to be sold further afield, at the wholesale 
market price or to a buyer. 
 Implicit limitations exist on how much variable power can be connected to the 
grid.  Regulators and networks are required to maintain system stability, and the 
addition of 10% to 15% of variable power onto a network can create instability.  
 The opportunities for connecting solar farms to medium voltage networks are 
better in rural NSW, where land availability is higher.  For large cities, such as 
Sydney, it is impractical to connect a solar farm to a local substation, given the lack 
of space nearby, as just over 2 hectares is needed for every 1MW.  However, 
electricity can be supplied to large cities from solar farms in rural NSW. 
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Figure 11 Average Daily Sunshine hours – Annual (Society 2006) 
 The solar resources are also better further away from the coast, increasing the 
amount of electricity that can be fed into the grid. See Figure 11, which suggests 
there is a lot of land and there are a lot of substations and medium voltage 
networks to which solar farms can be connected. 
 
 Engaging early with the local community and councils, on a project, is very 
important.   
 Comparing the two selected hypothetical farms:  
The Goulburn site’s better solar resource achieved an LCOE of $128 / MWh, or 
$0.128/kWh, versus Ku-ring-gai’s $140 MWh, or $0.14/kWh, all else being equal.   
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If the initial costs had been $7 million rather than $9 million, the LCOE for 
Goulburn and for Ku-ring-gai fell to $101/MWh (Table 15) and $111 /MWh (Table 
9), respectively.  If a 7% return was required, the LCOE for Goulburn would have 
risen to $136/MWh (Table 15), and for Ku-ring-gai, $149/MWh (Table 9), 
respectively. 
The LCOE numbers are adequate.  Add in network and other costs of $0.15/kWh, 
assuming a deal can be done at such a price with a network provider, to the 
$0.128/kWh LCOE for Goulburn, in the base case, and electricity could be supplied 
at $0.278/kWh, equivalent to retail prices now. 
Variability is an issue though, as said, for system stability, once variable supply 
exceeds certain limits.  
 When batteries were included into the solar farm design, the LCOE for the 
Goulburn solar farm became $486/MWh and for Ku-ring-gai, $497/MWh.  They 
are expensive, but also unrealistically high estimates, as It would not be necessary 
to feed all power supplied from a solar farm through a battery.  If the cost of the 
batteries fell to $200/kWh, i.e. more than halved, the LCOE falls to $272/MWh 
(Table 23) at Goulburn, and $286/MWh at Ku-ring-gai (Table 20).  Grid owners and 
policy makers will be hoping for such a fall to eventuate.  Batteries can provide 
system stability. 
 Returning to the solar farms, without battery storage, to sell the power in the 
wholesale markets at $40/MWh (Figure 9) is not viable, as it is less than the LCOE’s 
for both solar farms.  A much higher electricity price than $40/MWh, is a realistic 
expectation under a global ETS, but not currently.  Adding in the $80/MWh (Figure 
10) for the LGCs, still isn’t sufficient to generate a 6% return.  The assumption, 
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used in this analysis, to sell the electricity for $150/MWh, above the LCOE, under a 
power purchase agreement, made both projects NPV positive, by definition, with 
Goulburn having the better NPV, $1,331,455 (Table 19), versus $337,198 for Ku-
ring-gai (Table 14).  Goulburn has the better solar resource.  Goulburn has an IRR 
of 7.4% p.a., and Ku-ring-gai, 6.4% p.a., so the difference in the solar resource is 
important, as 1% p.a. over 25 years on a $9m investment is a lot of money.  The 
IRR for Goulburn rose to 9.9% at an electricity sale price of $185/MWh (Table 16) 
and to 8.7% for Ku-ring-gai (Table 10).   
 The economic feasibility is adequate, a return on equity of 5% to 7% is fine for 
projects that have predictable behaviour.  No debt financing reduces the risk of a 
bank closing the project down.  Other benefits can be offered to local 
communities, for example they may be able to purchase the power from the solar 





CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS  
 Individual solar farms in rural NSW, connected to medium voltage networks, are 
feasible now.  Adding storage increases costs, although not as much as expected, 
but also improves the system stability, which would allow more solar farms to be 
developed. 
 Despite battery storage being expensive now, it won’t solely be a question of 
economics, when coal power is phased out.  Stability of the grid will be an 
important issue, and batteries will be part of the answer, provided costs fall from 
current levels.  The costs of supplying energy via batteries is useful information.  
The LCOE estimates for both the solar farms, with storage, are, effectively, worst 
case cost estimates of supplying stable power to the grid generated from the solar 
resource via the solar farms discussed.   
 The benefits of local solar farms:  
o Industry may be attracted to relocate to country towns, if more local power is 
available, than can be supplied now by Transmission network operators 
unwilling to upgrade their networks. 
o Communities can own the solar farms, to generate a return, as well as purchase 
the electricity.  
o Many, sited widely around country NSW, will increase the certainty of a 
minimum supply, as the sun will likely be shining somewhere. 
 Recommendation:  Compare, via more research, how the solar farms considered 
perform, financially as well as technically, relative to behind-the-meter solar PV 
and solar farms connected to high voltage networks, and also how they compare 
to other forms of renewable power. 
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 Recommendation:  Provide battery and other storage system developers, and 





1) The National Electricity Rules 
a) Registering as a Generator: 
 A person owning, controlling or operating a generating system connected to a 
network must register with AEMO as a Generator, scheduled, semi-scheduled or 
non-scheduled; and as a market or non-market generating unit; unless exempt 
(AEMC 2015b, 13,  s 2.2.1). 
 Solar Farms, or any other generator, with a nameplate rating of <= 30 MW need to 
register with AEMO, as non-scheduled generating units, unless AEMO approves of 
their classification as a scheduled or semi-scheduled generating unit (AEMC 2015b, 
15, s 2.2.3 (a)).  AEMO needs to approve the classification as a non-scheduled 
generation unit and will do so, if the generated electricity is for local use, the 
connection point output is less than 30MW and it isn’t technically suited to 
participating actively in selling electricity through the wholesale market process 
(AEMC 2015b, 16, s 2.2.3 b).  AEMO may impose conditions on a non-scheduled 
unit as AEMO considers necessary (AEMC 2015b, 16, s 2.2.3 ). 
 Under s 2.2.3 (f) non-scheduled generators do not participate in the central 
dispatch process (AEMC 2015b, 16) 
 A market generator is one whose generation is not purchased by the local retailer 
or a customer at the same connection point and who must then sell generation 
through the wholesale electricity market (AEMC 2015b, 16, s 2.2.4 a,c).   
 A market generator needs to also register as a market participant, i.e. register as 
both a generator and a market generator and satisfy the prudential requirements 
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in rule 3.3, that meets any legislation requirements, compliance, pay fee in 
accordance with rule 2.11 (AEMC 2015b, 26, s 2.4)  
 A semi scheduled generator is one that has a nameplate rating greater than 
30MW, and variable generation, and participates via the central dispatch process 
(AEMC 2015b, 19, s 2.2.7 a, h);  
 A non-market generator sells electricity to a local retailer or customer at the same 
connection point and is paid by them and not by the AEMO (AEMC 2015b, 16,  s 
2.2.5). 
AEMO’s market responsibilities under the National Electricity Rules: 
 Administer the spot market for electricity and market ancillary services (AEMC 
2015b, 72, s 3.2.2) 
 S 3.2.3 AEMO needs to maintain power system security (AEMC 2015b, 72). 
 Administer market participant prudential requirements:  be a resident or have a 
permanent establishment in Australia; be solvent; able to be sued; meet credit 
criteria (AEMC 2015b, 73 s 3.3). 
 S3.7B (b) requires a Semi-scheduled generator to submit to AEMO plant availability 
when more than 6MW below nameplate rating.  AEMO needs to use this 
information in its dispatch process (AEMC 2015b, 111). 
 Under s 3.8 AEMO operates the central dispatch process to dispatch scheduled 
and semi-scheduled generating units to balance supply and demand and to 
maintain power system security (AEMC 2015b, 117). 
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 S 4 establishes, amongst other things, principles and guidelines for power system 
security and processes for actual dispatch of semi-scheduled generation (AEMC 
2015b, 299).   
 S 4.2.2 The power system frequency needs to be within certain bands; voltage 
magnitudes at switchyard and substation busbars need to be within limits; current 
flows need to be within limits or ratings; plant needs to be operating within 
ratings; fault protection is adequate and system is stable (AEMC 2015b, 300). 
 S 4.4 sets out more detail on AEMO’s responsibilities for power system frequency 
control, with all generators required to meet the technical requirements for 
frequency control (AEMC 2015b, 315).  
 S 4.5 sets out more detail on AEMO’s responsibilities for power system voltage 
control and the adequacy of the system to produce or absorb reactive power in 
controlling the voltages by specifying synchronous generator controls, 
compensators, static VAR compensators, shunt capacitors and shunt reactors 
(AEMC 2015b, 316). 
b) Connecting Generators to the local network: 
 S 5 of the National Electricity Rules applies to networks, including generator 
connections, planning and expansion.  S 5.2.3 (b) states that a Network Service 
Provider must comply with certain standards set out in Schedule 5.1 and also in 
accordance with a connection agreement.  Compliance with the standards 
overrides agreements with registered participants (AEMC 2015b, 381).  Under s 
5.2.3 (d), Network Service Providers review, process, assist with design, inspect 
and plan, amongst other things, (AEMC 2015b, 382) for all connections. 
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 S 5.2.5 sets out generator obligations, including making sure its facilities comply 
with the performance standards, its connection agreement and the system 
standards (AEMC 2015b, 386) 
 Sections 5.3 and 5.3A set out the need for submitting a connection enquiry to a 
network service provider before applying to connect with s 5.3A focused on 
embedded generators (AEMC 2015b, 406) .  This will be a focus when discussing 
Ausgrid and Essential Energy connection regulations.  An embedded generating 
unit operated by an embedded generator is one “connected within a distribution 
network and not having direct access to the transmission network” (AEMC 2015b, 
1158) 
 Schedule 5.1a establishes system standards for safe and reliable operation of 
participants’ plant, including generators, facilities and equipment (AEMC 2015b, 
512).  It refers to frequency, system stability, power frequency voltage, voltage 
fluctuations, voltage waveform distortion, voltage unbalance, fault clearance 
times. 
 Schedule 5.1 sets out network performance requirements (AEMC 2015b, 517), that 
is, requirements for the operation of the network as a whole, provided by or co-
ordinated by network service providers. 
 Schedule 5.2 sets out conditions for the connection of generators to the power 
system that generators must satisfy (AEMC 2015b, 532), with the technical matters 




2) Ausgrid and Essential Energy rules: 
a) Ausgrid: 
A Generator Connection Agreement with Ausgrid comprises three documents:  I) 
General Conditions, ii) the Instrument of Agreement and iii) the Operating Agreement 
or the Operating and Maintenance Protocol. 
The Instrument of Agreement asks for in section 4 (Ausgrid 2011, 5):  the technical 
parameter inputs, eg scheduled / non-scheduled, market / non-market, nameplate 
rating, fuel type, reactive power capability; and in section 5: the contestable works, ie 
those funded by the generator, and the non-contestable works ie those funded by 
Ausgrid (Ausgrid 2011, 6).  Section 8: is the power transfer capability section and 
highlights the connection point, the agreed maximum export into Ausgrid’s system 
during normal system conditions and during the worst single element outage in MW 
and also the power factor in each case (Ausgrid 2011, 8).  More detail is required in 
the Schedules. 
b) Essential Energy: 
Essential Energy’s web page contains a connection process document for embedded 
generators > 30 kW (Energy 2015a):   
a. the exploratory connection enquiry is informal to ensure the applicant / generator 
understands the connection process.  Quite a lot of detail is required from the 
generator though (Energy 2015a, 11). 
b. the preliminary connection enquiry is a formal requirement under the National 
Electricity Rules and assists in determining a single preferred connection option 
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(Energy 2015a, 11).  Essential Energy need to respond to this enquiry within 15 
business days (Energy 2015a, 12). 
c. The detailed connection enquiry is also a formal requirement under the National 
Electricity Rules before a generator can make an application to connect.   
Under Ch 5 of the National Electricity Rules, a formal connection process is evidenced 
by a connection application.  This process finalizes the technical and commercial 
arrangements (Energy 2015a, 16). 
AEMO is notified of the connection application and advise of negotiated performance 
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